1. **OPERATOR TRAINING AND COMMISSIONING** - After the machine has been installed according to written instructions and a floor plan furnished by us, a Service Engineer can be provided for commissioning of the machine and operator training. Cost for a one day commissioning and operator training is $2500.

   1.1. **Commissioning** of the machine will consist of the following:
   
   1.1.1. Inspect the installation and ensure that the machine is installed properly
   
   1.1.2. Verify completeness of Schenck's extent of delivery
   
   1.1.3. Ensure proper power connection
   
   1.1.4. Check the machine calibration with a proving rotor (if purchased with the machine), or a suitable work piece provided by the customer
   
   1.1.5. Recommend compliance with OSHA safety requirements
   
   1.2. **Operator Training** will include training of the operator personnel in the use of the balancing machine, instrumentation and accessories. The following topics will be covered:
   
   1.2.1. Operator Manual provided on CD or USB Storage Media
   
   1.2.2. Proper machine setup
   
   1.2.3. Control station operation
   
   1.2.4. Instrumentation setup
   
   1.2.5. Standard and optionally purchased instrumentation software features
   
   1.2.6. Basic preventive maintenance practices

   The cost of Commissioning and Operator training is **NOT INCLUDED** in the price of the machine.

2. **PROVING ROTOR WITH TEST WEIGHTS** – The balancing machine will be shipped with a test rotor and a set of matching test weights for verification of machine calibration during commissioning and operator training. The proving rotor with weight set may be purchased at a price of $1,200 or returned to Schenck Trebel after the installation of the machine. Please note if proving rotor is not purchased, returned shipping costs are buyer’s responsibility.

3. **EXPORT STATEMENT** – The export of any product and software purchased from Schenck USA must be made in accordance with all relevant laws of the United States, including and without limitation, the U.S. Export Administration Regulations. This may require that you obtain a formal export license or make certain declarations to the United States Government regarding product(s) to be exported, their destination or their end-use.

4. **TERMS AND CONDITIONS** - Orders accepted via credit card (Visa, MasterCard, American Express) or purchase order (company check or wire transfer). Progress Payment schedule to be applied as follows:
   
   50% with purchase order
   
   50% prior to shipment

5. **DELIVERY** - Provided with quotation. We reserve the right to adjust the delivery schedule at time of order to reflect the then current production schedule